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fit perfectly in any IKEA kitchen and 
come equipped with a variety of useful 
functions to make your life easier. All of 
our products are energy-saving, which 
supports you in living a more sustain-
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function to help you pick those that are 
best for you. 
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Good kitchen appliances should fit with the people who use them, 
and we all have different needs, tastes and budgets. At IKEA, we 
work closely with our suppliers to share our knowledge about life 
at home, and they share their expertise with us. Together we cre-
ate appliances to rely on at prices that fit every size of wallet. To 
make the selection easier for you.

Appliances you  
can rely on

Whatever your choice, you can be sure your 
appliance is made to last. Our entire range comes 
with a 5-year guarantee (except TILLREDA and 
LAGAN, 2 year).
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Find your ideal set of appliancesFind your ideal set of appliances

TILLREDA portable induction hob, 
white. 

604.935.13 $69

RYTMISK wall mounted extractor 
hood, stainless steel. 

705.089.53 $290

TILLREDA microwave oven, white. 

804.933.62 $85

GÖRLIG oven, stainless steel. 

804.132.28 $450

Plug in and cook!
TILLREDA appliances are easy to use and very easy to 
place, with a plug-in/plug-out feature that makes them 
especially suitable for small-sized kitchens. The induc-
tion hob heats up fast and is highly energy-efficient 
- plus it’s easy to stow away or hang on the wall to free 
up counter space for other activities.

The handy microwave oven is easy to place just about 
anywhere. There’s no handle - just push to open. A 
perfect option when there is no space for a built-in 
microwave. 

Everyday cooking made easy –  
and more efficient
The appliances in this set offer all the functions you 
need for everyday use along with a clean and simple 
design that make them easy to understand and use. 

GÖRLIG oven in stainless steel brings a classic, time-
less look to your kitchen while the quick and energy-
efficient GRUNDAD induction hob will have you cooking 
meals to perfection in no time. RYTMISK led light strip 
illuminates the entire worktop adding ambience and an 
effective work light. 

GRUNDAD induction hob, black.

304.672.85 $850
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Tips 
Did you know that telescopic rails make cooking 
a lot simpler, and safer? To load and unload food 
without getting burned is a piece of cake as you 
get a better grip on the ovenware – when using 
oven gloves, that is. And it’ll be a snap to pull out 
the food to check the temperature, stir or lubricate, 
too. 

Did you know that you can clean the oven and keep 
it as new with close to zero effort from your part? 
With the self-cleaning pyrolytic function you heat 
up the oven to burn all grease and food residue 
to ashes. All you have to do is to wipe it out after-
wards.  

Ovens

When choosing an oven, consider the following:

01 02 03

How often do you use 
your oven, and for what 
kind of food? We have 
everything from very sim-
ple, easy-to-use ovens to 
more advanced with lots 
of different functions. 

How much food do you 
cook at the same time? 
Our ovens come in sizes 
from 56 to 72 litres.                                                                                                  

What style do you prefer? 
No matter if your kitchen 
goes in a more modern 
or classic style, we have 
ovens that will match 
perfectly.

Whatever cooking (or kitchen) style you have, we have an oven for 
you! Offering a wide range of functions – everything from basic warm-
ing to steam cooking, making every cooking experience easier and 
more fun – they are also developed to fit perfectly in your IKEA kitchen. 
Simply choose the functions that suit the way you cook, and we will 
meet you with a matching look.

Whatever your choice, you can be sure your 
appliance is made to last. Our entire range comes 
with a 5-year guarantee (except TILLREDA and 
LAGAN).
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OvensOvens

Types

Forced air ovens 
Ideal for you who loves to cook. A fan spread the heat 
fast and evenly, letting you cook different dishes at the 
same time without mixing flavours. 

Conventional ovens
Ideal for you who wants an easy to use oven, including 
top and bottom heat and all the basic functions you 
need for cooking and baking. 

Overview

SMAKSAK
Usable volume: 72 litres
304.132.40 $950

GÖRLIG
Usable volume: 56 litres
804.132.28 $450

MATÄLSKARE
Usable volume: 71 litres
205.082.53 $650    

Conventional ovens

Forced air ovens

ANRÄTTA
Usable volume: 71 litres
705.082.36 $800
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Key features

Main cooking functions

The fast quick pre heat function warms up 
the oven quickly.

The warming program enables you to keep 
food warm without becoming overcooked or 
burnt.

The fan forced air convection spreads the 
heat quickly and evenly, allowing you to cook 
or bake several dishes simultaneously with-
out flavours spreading between them.

With the grill function that distributes heat 
evenly over your food, you get that tasty, 
finger-licking surface on meat and vegeta-
bles, as well as a nice golden-brown colour on 
your gratins.

Thaw your food seven times faster using the 
quick defrost function. 

The bread/pizza baking function gives your 
food a more intense brown outside and a 
mouth-watering crispy bottom.

The special pastry function can help you to 
get the perfect moist topping on your baked 
cookies and pies.

Get the roast just right every time using the integrated meat ther-
mometer with temperature sensor.

Telescopic rails let you load and unload food without getting burned 
as you get a better grip on the ovenware. Pull your food out to fast and 
steady check the temperature, stir or lubricate. 

A built-in modern-looking clock is ideal for keeping an eye on the time 
while you’re cooking.

Anti-finger print finish makes it easy to keep the stainless-steel sur-
face sparkling clean day in and day out.

Spacious inner dimensions with up to 5 cooking levels ensure you 
have plenty of room for your food. Choose between ovens with vol-
umes ranging from 55 to 72 litres.

Top and bottom heating is ideal for cooking 
dishes with a crispy finish and for slow cook-
ing of casseroles.

With the steam function you combine steam 
and hot air to get optimal humidity and heat 
levels, keeping food soft and moist on the 
inside, and crisp and brown on the outside.

OvensOvens

Child-safety 
Our oven doors have a child-
safety lock to make it safe for 
kids to be in the kitchen and 
take part in all the activities.
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Ovens Forced air ovens

For more details about key features, see page 12-13For more details about key features, see page 12-13

GORLIG 
Conventional ovens
$450
Stainless steel. 804.132.28

This oven has all the basic functions you need and is easy 
to use for your everyday cooking. The clean and simple 
design matches well with our stainless steel microwave 
ovens.

Key features

Childrens-safety lock

Anti fingerprints

Main functions

Top and bottom heat

Grill function

Accessories
1 wire shelf.
1 baking tray.

Technical info 
Energy class: A (from D to A+++).
No plug included. Wired-in installation.  
Installation to be made by a qualified installer.

Measurements 
Usable volume: 56 litres.
W59.4×D56×H58.9 cm.

MATALSKARE 
Forced air oven
$650
Stainless steel. 205.082.53

Matching microwave oven

MATALSKARE
$750
805.082.69

This oven has the basic functions you need and is easy to use every day of the week. 
The fan forced air convection spreads the heat so you can cook several different 
dishes at the same time.

Key features

Childrens-safety lock

Extra spacious inside

Anti fingerprints

Main functions

Top and bottom heat

Fan Forced air convection

Grill function

Pastry function

Defrost function

Accessories
1 wire shelf.
1 baking tray.
1 grill tray.

Technical info 
Energy class: A (from D to A+++).
No plug included. Wired-in installation. 
Installation to be made by a qualified installer.

Measurements 
Usable volume: 71 litres.
W59.4×D55×H59.5 cm.

Ovens Forced air ovens

ANRATTA 
Forced air oven
$800
Stainless steel. 705.082.36

Matching microwave oven

ANRÄTTA $1,050
905.082.64

Many smart functions and a clean design. Fan-forced air convection spreads the 
heat evenly and quickly so you can cook several dishes at once.

Key features

Childrens-safety lock

Extra spacious inside

Telescopic rails

Clock

Digital display

Anti fingerprints

Main functions

Top and bottom heat

Fan Forced air convection

Grill function

Bread and Pizza function

Pastry function

Warming program

Quick pre heat

Defrost function

Accessories
1 wire shelf.
1 baking tray.
1 grill tray. 

Technical info
No plug included. Wired-in installation.  
Installation to be made by a qualified installer.

Measurements 
Usable volume: 71 litres.
W59.5×D55×H59.5 cm.

SMAKSAK 
Forced air oven
$950
Stainless steel. 304.132.40

Matching microwave oven

SMAKSAK
$1,350
004.169.47

A traditional-style oven with all the modern functions you need. Plenty 
of space and fan forced air convection so you can cook several dishes at 
once. 

Key features

Childrens-safety lock

Extra spacious inside

Telescopic rails

Clock

Digital display

Anti fingerprints

Main functions

Top and bottom heat

Fan Forced air convection

Steam function

Grill function

Bread and Pizza function

Defrost function

Accessories
1 wire shelf.
1 baking tray.
1 grill tray.

Technical info 
No plug included. Wired-in installation. 
Installation to be made by a qualified installer.

Measurements 
Usable volume: 72 litres.
W59.4×D56.7×H58.9 cm.

Forced air ovens
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Microwave  
ovens
Microwave ovens aren’t what they used to be. In fact, they’ve become 
much better – a wide range of functions lets you grill, bake, steam and 
crisp, apart from defrosting and reheating. What’s more, the combi-
nation of forced air and microwaves in our microwave combi ovens 
reduces both cooking time and energy consumption. Being a micro-
wave oven and regular oven in one, it’s a practical choice for smaller 
kitchens, or if you cook a lot of food and need an extra oven.

When choosing a microwave oven,  
consider the following:

01 02 03

How often do you use 
your micro, and for 
what kind of food? We 
have everything from 
very simple, easy-to-use 
micros to more advanced 
microwaves/microwave 
combi ovens with lots of 
different functions. 

How much food do you 
cook at the same time? 
With a microwave combi 
oven you can have all 
in one or get an extra 
oven when the big family 
comes to visit.                                         

What style do you 
prefer? No matter if 
your kitchen goes in a 
more modern or clas-
sic fashion, we have 
micros that will match 
perfectly.

Tips 
Did you know that cooking time is significantly 
shortened if you combine the micro function with 
forced air in a microwave combi oven, compared to 
an ordinary oven? The combination allows you to get 
a perfect result every time, while saving both time 
and energy. 

Did you know that placing a built-in microwave in 
a high or wall cabinet, is a smart use of space – but 
also a way to create an ergonomic and smooth 
workflow that’s just right for you.

Sustainability 
Oven cooking doesn’t have to take ages, or use lots 
of energy. With our microwave combi ovens, you get 
a forced air oven and a microwave oven all in one. 
It means faster baking, grilling and roasting, as well 
as quick defrosting and warming. Less time waiting 

around and more time enjoying great home cooking 
with the people you love. Less time in the oven saves 
you electricity, too, for smaller bills and a more sustain-
able life at home.

Whatever your choice, you can be sure your ap-
pliance is made to last. Our entire range comes 
with a 5-year guarantee (except TILLREDA and 
LAGAN).
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Microwave ovensMicrowave ovens

Types

Microwave combi ovens
This is a microwave oven and forced air oven in one, 
ideal for you who hunger for versatility but don’t want 
two conventional ovens. You can use it as a microwave 
oven for quick warming or defrosting and as an oven 
for grilling, baking and roasting. Even better, you can 
combine both to save time and energy – without com-
promising the taste.  

Microwave ovens 
Ideal for you who fast and easily want to heat up or 
thaw food and beverages. Some of our models also 
include a crisp function allowing you to cook food.  

Microwave ovens Microwave combi ovens

Overview

ANRATTA
Usable volume: 31 litres
90508264  $1,050

MATALSKARE
Usable volume: 22 litres
805.082.69  $750

VARMD
Usable volume: 20 litres
905.082.83  $390

TILLREDA 
Usable volume: 20 litres
804.933.62  $85

SMAKSAK
Usable volume: 43 litres
004.169.47  $1,350
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Microwave ovensMicrowave ovens

Key features Microwave functions

A built-in modern-looking clock is ideal for keeping an eye on the time 
while you’re cooking. Use the timer when you want total control over 
the cooking time. 

Anti-finger print finish makes it easy to keep the stainless-steel sur-
face sparkling clean day in and day out. 

Our oven doors have a child-safety lock to make it safe for kids to be 
in the kitchen and take part in all the activities.

Thaw your deep-frozen food faster. The defrost function is ideal for 
meat and poultry, fish, vegetables and bread.

With the grill function that distributes heat evenly over your food, you 
get that tasty, finger-licking surface on meat and vegetables, or a nice 
golden-brown colour on your gratins. 

An easy to use and keep clean touch control adds a modern touch to 
any kitchen. 

In a hurry? Use the quick start to heat up your food and beverages in 
a jiffy.

The crisp function allows you to bake pizza, pie and other dishes faster 
than in an ordinary oven. The function is also great for frying food such 
as eggs, bacon, sausages and hamburgers.

Top and bottom heating is ideal for cooking 
dishes with a crispy finish and for slow cook-
ing of casseroles.

The bread/pizza baking function gives your 
food a more intense brown outside and a 
crispy bottom.

The warming program enables you to keep 
food warm without becoming overcooked or 
burnt.

With pre-set cooking programs you can 
choose the proper setting for different dishes 
and recipes – and get the same yummy result 
every time. 

The fan forced air convection spreads the 
heat quickly and evenly, allowing you to 
cook or bake several dishes at once without 
flavours spreading between them.

The special pastry function can help you to 
get the perfect moist topping on your baked 
cookies and pies.

Oven functions
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Microwave ovensMicrowave ovens

VARMD
Microwave oven
$390
Black. 905.082.83

A perfect choice when you need a reliable microwave oven that heats 
and defrosts food. Basic function and easy to use.

Key features

Childrens-safety lock
Timer/clock

Microwave functions:

Quickstart
Auto/Jet defrost

Installation

Wall cabinet
High cabinet

Accessories
1 rotating glass plate.

Technichal info
Max microwave power: 800W.
Plug included.

Measurements
Usable volume: 20 litres.
W59.5×D33.5×H34.7 cm.

 

TILLREDA
Microwave oven
$85
White. 804.933.62

Preparing food couldn’t be easier – simply turn the knobs and your 
food or beverage will be ready in no time. This handy, small-size 
microwave oven is easy to place just about anywhere. 
Key features

Timer/clock

Installation

Freestanding

Accessories
1 rotating glass plate.

Technichal info
Max microwave power: 700W.
Plug included.

Measurements
Usable volume: 20 litres.
W43.9×D34.0×H25.8 cm.

 

MATALSKARE
Microwave oven
$750
Stainless steel. 805.082.69

This easy-to-use microwave has all the basic functions you need 
and spreads the heat evenly and quickly. The clean design fits the 
MATÄLSKARE oven or any of our other stainless steel ovens. 

Key features

Childrens-safety lock
Timer/clock
Anti fingerprint

Microwave functions:

Quickstart
Auto/Jet defrost

Installation

Wall cabinet
High cabinet

Accessories
1 rotating glass plate.
1 steam cooking set.

Technichal info
Max microwave power: 750W.
Plug included.

Measurements
Usable volume: 22 litres.
W59.5×D32.0×H39.3 cm.

For more details about key features, see page 20-21For more details about key features, see page 20-21

Microwave ovens

ANRATTA
Microwave oven
$1,050
Stainless steel. 905.082.64

 

 All the benefits of a microwave, plus clever features like a crisper that 
produces a perfectly crisp pie bottom and a grill that’s ideal for searing 
meat or veggies. Matches perfectly with ANRÄTTA oven. 

Key features

Childrens-safety lock
Timer/clock
Anti fingerprint

Microwave functions

Quickstart
Auto/Jet defrost
Crisp function
Grill function

Installation

High cabinet
Base cabinet

Accessories
1 rotating glass plate.
1 crisp handle/plate.

Technichal info
Max microwave power: 1000W.
No plug included. Wired-in installation.  
Installation to be made by a qualified installer.

Measurements
Usable volume: 31 litres.
W59.5×D46.8×H39.7 cm.
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SMAKSAK
Microwave combi with forced air 
$1,350
Stainless steel. 004.169.47

A microwave and oven combination in a traditional style with a spa-
cious interior. Ideal for smaller kitchens or if you cook a lot and need an 
extra oven. It is designed to perfectly match SMAKSAK oven. 

Key features

Childrens-safety lock
Timer/clock

Microwave functions

Quickstart
Grill function

Oven functions

Top and bottom heating
Fan forced air convection

Installation

High cabinet
Base cabinet

Accessories
1 glass bottom tray.
1 wire shelf.
1 baking tray.

Technichal info
Max microwave power: 1000W.
No plug included. Installation required. 

Measurements
Usable volume: 43 litres.
W59.4×D56.7×H45.5 cm.

For more details about key features, see page 20-21

Microwave ovensMicrowave ovens

Microwave combi with forced air
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Hobs
A cook’s best friend, the kitchen hob is central to everyday cooking. 
Our energy-saving induction hobs deliver fast and precise cooking 
results, are very easy to use and include all the functions you may 
need. Each has its own unique features and a variety of sizes – choose 
between one to several flexible zones – to perfectly suit your kitchen 
and your cooking style.

Sustainability 
Save time and energy while you cook!
Like to cook but don’t always have enough time? 
Induction hobs heat up your pots and pans in a super 
efficient way. That means faster cooking and more time 

to sit and enjoy great home cooked meals with family 
or friends. Because induction hobs only heat your cook-
ware, they use less electricity and they’re safer.

When choosing a hob, consider the following:

01 02 03

How often do you use 
your hob? We have eve-
rything from mobile one-
zone hobs to high-end 
gas and induction hobs.

How much food do you 
cook at the same time? 
You can choose to have 
a small hob with 1 or 2 
zones to extra wide hobs 
for large pots and pans.             

What type of chef are 
you? If you’re the one 
who wants total control 
choose an induction 
or gas hob. You can 
also choose hobs with 
flexible zones, which 
adapts to the shape of 
the pot or pan. 

Whatever your choice, you can be sure your ap-
pliance is made to last. Our entire range comes 
with a 5-year guarantee (except TILLREDA and 
LAGAN).
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HobsHobs

Gas hobs 
Gas hobs are more than a professional-looking feature 
for ambitious cooks, they provide quick heat control 
needed for searing and frying.
Visit store for the range offer in your market.  

Glass ceramic hobs
Glass ceramic hobs are practical and easy to oper-
ate. Some have adjustable cooking zones that can be 
adapted to the size and shape of your cookware.
Visit store for the range offer in your market.

Induction hobs 
Induction hobs are up to 50% faster and 40% more 
energy efficient. With just one touch you can select 
features and regulate the heat in an instant.

Types Overview 

MATMÄSSIG 
59 cm
104.672.67 $950

TILLREDA
30 cm (1 zone)
604.935.13  $69

TILLREDA
30 cm (2 zones)
004.971.80  $169

GRUNDAD 
59 cm
304.672.85  $850

Induction hobs
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HobsHobs

The touch and press control panel allows you to regulate the heat 
easily and precisely by just touching the + and – symbols.

Get excellent control when you cook with the individual timers al-
lowing you to time each zone separately. Ideal for boiling eggs, rice or 
pasta.

Vary the cooking surface by using the flexible heating zones. You can 
use them together or separately, and adapt them to pots and pans in 
different shapes and sizes. 

A portable hob is perfect for smaller kitchens or wherever you need an 
extra cooking zone. It’s easy to move around and can be stowed away 
when not in use to free up counter space for other activities. Just plug 
it in wherever you need it.

When you press the pause function, all activated zones are paused – 
and when you press the pause button again, the zones will come back 
to the same temperature as before. That way you can suspend the 
cooking process if you’re interrupted, and re-start again in an instant. 

Depending on your needs and how much food you cook at the same 
time, choose a hob with enough cooking zones. We have hobs with 1, 
2, 3, 4 and 5 zones. Also think about the width of the hob: the bigger 
the hob is, the more space you’ll have for pots and pans.

When you press and hold the child lock button, you can’t start the hob 
or change the temperature. To unlock the hob, press the child look but-
ton again for 4 seconds. This is also a good function to use when you’re 
cleaning the hob surface and don’t want to switch on any zones.

The power booster delivers additional power to a single cooking zone, 
perfect for boiling water. The booster can be set with just one touch.

Key features Functions



GRUNDAD
IKEA 300 Induction hob
$850
Black. 304.672.85

      

This energy-efficient induction hob has the 
basic functions you need. It is quick, efficient 
and has 4 cooking zones that will have you 
cooking to perfection. 

Key features

Number of zones: 4
Child lock
Touch and press

Technical information 
Plug not included. Wired-in installation. Installation to 
be made by a qualified installer.
Cooking zone measurements: 2×180 mm and 
2×145 mm.
Cooking zone efficiency: 2×1800W, 2×1200W.
Current: 2×16A or 1×32A.

Measurements 
W59×D52 cm.

MATMÄSSIG
IKEA 300 Induction hob
$950
Black. 104.672.67

      

This induction hob has all the basic functions, 
plus 2 cooking zones with power booster, 
ideal for boiling water, stir-frying or sear-
ing meat. The child lock keeps small helping 
hands out of danger. 

Key features

Number of zones: 4
Child lock
Timer
Touch and press
Pause function

Functions
Booster (2)

Technical information 
Plug not included. Wired-in installation. Installation to 
be made by a qualified installer.
Cooking zone measurements: 2×180 mm, 1×145 mm, 
1×210mm.
Cooking zone efficiency: 1×2300W, 2×1800W, 
1×1400W. 
Current: 2×16A or 1×32A.

Measurements 
W59×D52 cm.
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HobsHobs

TILLREDA
Portable induction hob  
1 zone
$69
White. 604.935.13

It’s perfect for smaller kitchens or wherever 
you need an extra cooking zone. It’s easy to 
move around and can be stowed away when 
not in use to free up counter space for other 
activities.

Key features

Portable
Number of zones: 1
Child lock
Timer
Touch and press
Pause function

Technical information 
Connection cable included.
Cooking zone measurement: 1×175 mm.
Cooking zone efficiency: 2000W. 
Current: 10A.

Measurements 
W27×D30.5×H6.2 cm.
Weight: 3 kg.

TILLREDA
Portable induction hob  
2 zones
$169
White. 004.971.80

 

It’s perfect for smaller kitchens or wherever 
you need extra cooking zones. It’s easy to 
move around and can be stowed away when 
not in use to free up counter space for other 
activities.

Key features

Portable
Number of zones: 2
Child lock
Timer
Touch and press
Pause function

Technical information 
Connection cable included.
Cooking zone measurements: 1×158 mm and 
1×170 mm.
Cooking zone efficiency: 1×1200W and 1×2000W.
Current: 15A.

Measurements 
W28×D52×H6.2 cm.
Weight: 4.5 kg.

For more details about key features, see page 30-31For more details about key features, see page 30-31

Induction hobs
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Boost your cooking,  
big time! 
With an induction hob you can save up to 40% energy 
and 50% of your cooking time.

MATMÄSSIG
Induction hob.
104.672.67

$950
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Extractor 
hoods
An extractor hood helps keep your kitchen air clean and free from 
smells, steam and grease. Our models now come with different air 
caption capacities, which means they have all been optimised to only 
extract the air that needs to leave the house, while keeping warm 
or cool air inside. And since an extractor hood is also an important 
visual element in any kitchen, we have a wide range of wall-mounted, 
built-in, or ceiling-mounted models to suit different room settings and 
needs.

When choosing an extractor hood,  
consider the following:

01 02 03

How wide is your hob? 
The width of the hood 
should be as wide or 
wider.

What does your kitchen 
look like? If you have an 
open plan in your home, 
make sure to choose a 
hood with low noise level.

Valve or charcoal filter? 
Find out if you can con-
nect the extractor hood 
to a valve that leads the 
air out of the building. If 
not, you need to connect 
the extractor hood to 
a charcoal filter, which 
takes away the grease 
and odour from the air 
and lets it out in to the 
room again.

Sound levels 
Sound levels for appliances are measured in 
decibels (dB). Our appliances have been tested 
to determine and measure this.

For extractor hoods the operating speed or in-
stallation type can influence sound levels.
 
Decibel levels are listed in the product informa-
tion. Compare decibel levels and choose the 
hood that’s suitable for your needs and comfort.

Whatever your choice, you can be sure your ap-
pliance is made to last. Our entire range comes 
with a 5-year guarantee (except TILLREDA and 
LAGAN).

Tips 
Did you know that turning on the extractor hood 
5 minutes before you start cooking will make it work 
more efficiently? Turning it on will circulate the air 
and allow the extractor hood to more effectively 

catch cooking odour and draw it directly into the 
fan. It is also a good idea to let the extractor hood 
run for 10 to 15 minutes after cooking allowing it to 
absorb residual particles in the room.
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Extractor hoodsExtractor hoods

Wall mounted extractor hoods

Overview 

LAGAN
$150
705.093.30
60 cm

RYTMISK
$290
705.089.53
60 cm

UTDRAG
$250
605.089.82
60 cm

Built-in extractor hoods 

UNDERVERK
$480
805.089.62
60 cm

Types

Built-in extractor hood 
If you want a completely uniform and streamlined 
kitchen, choose a built-in extractor hood with a front 
that match the rest of your kitchen. 

Wall-mounted extractor hoods 
Our wall-mounted extractor hoods come in many 
shapes, styles and sizes. Choose a unique piece or one 
that match the rest of your appliances and the kitchen. 
Just make sure it has the same size or is wider than 
your hob for optimal performance. 
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All our extractor hoods have energy efficient LED lighting. This type 
of lighting normally lasts as long as the extractor hood does, and it 
illuminates the entire hob to make cooking easier. 

When you cook a lot of food and the smoke is thick in your kitchen, the 
booster function will come to your rescue. It has a higher speed than 
max speed and can be turned on for maximum 6 minutes to dissolve 
heavy cooking fumes.

For more details about key features, see page 40

Extractor hoods Extractor hoods

Build-in extractor hoods

Key features UTDRAG 
Built-in extractor hood
$250
Stainless steel. 605.089.82

Prefer a hidden hood? UTDRAG built-in extractor hood with LED lighting 
is mounted almost invisibly in a wall cabinet. You start it and adjust the 
extraction area by pulling out the hood’s lower part. 

Key features

LED lighting

Performance
Energy class: B (from E to A++).
Extraction rate in exhaust mode: 340 m³/h.
Noise level at max. exhaust speed: 67 dB (A).
Extraction rate in re-circulation mode: 140 m³/h.
Noise level at max. re-circulation speed: 72 dB (A).

Installation 
For ducted installation: Please use NYTTIG TUB 150.
For recirculation installation: Please use charcoal filter NYTTIG FIL 120.
For this installation also NYTTIG TUB 150 is required.

Measurements
Width: 59.9 cm.
Depth: 38.7-64.4 cm.
Height: 21.5 cm.
Cord length: 1.0 m.
Motor power: 110W.

UNDERVERK 
Built-in extractor hood
$480
Stainless steel. 805.089.62

A powerful hood hidden in the cabinet – you just choose a door you 
like to get a uniform look in the kitchen. A LED lighting strip gives even 
work lighting – making cooking more comfortable. 

Key features

LED lighting

Performance
Energy class: A+ (from E to A++).
Extraction rate in exhaust mode: 630 m³/h.
Noise level at max. exhaust speed: 64 dB (A).
Extraction rate in re-circulation mode: 365 m³/h.
Noise level at max. re-circulation speed: 79 dB (A).

Installation 
For ducted installation: Please use NYTTIG TUB 150.
For recirculation installation: Please use charcoal filter NYTTIG FIL 500.
For this installation also NYTTIG TUB 150 is required.

Measurements
Width: 59.9 cm.
Depth: 35.8 cm.
Height: 24.5 cm.
Cord length: 1.0 m.
Motor power: 250W.



Wall mounted extractor hods

RYTMISK 
Wall mounted extractor hood
$290
Stainless steel. 705.089.53

Classic hood with all the basic functions needed. 
The timeless stainless steel design fits most 
kitchens and all of our other stainless steel 
appliances. A LED lighting strip gives even work lighting.

Key features

LED lighting

Performance
Extraction rate in exhaust mode: 400 m³/h.
Noise level at max. exhaust speed: 66 dB (A).
Extraction rate in re-circulation mode: 190 m³/h.
Noise level at max. re-circulation speed: 71 dB (A).

Installation 
For ducted installation: Please use NYTTIG TUB 150.
For recirculation installation: Please use charcoal filter NYTTIG FIL 400.

Measurements
Width: 59.8 cm.
Depth: 47.1 cm.
Height in exhaust mode: 62.0-99.5 cm.
Height in recirculation mode: 71.5-99.5 cm.
Width of chimney: 16.7 cm.
Depth of chimney: 16.9 cm.
Cord length: 1.0 m.
Motor power: 110W.

Charcoal filters
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LAGAN 
Wall mounted extractor hood
$150
White. 705.093.30

A kitchen hood with LED lighting and all the basic functions 
you need. Can be mounted in a wall cabinet for a uniform 
look in the kitchen. Combine with LAGAN oven 
and LAGAN hob.

Key features

LED lighting

Performance
Extraction rate in exhaust mode: 273 m³/h.
Noise level at max exhaust speed: 71 dB (A).
Extraction rate in recirculation mode: 75 m³/h.
Noise level at max recirculation speed: 71 dB (A).

Installation 
For ducted installation: Please use NYTTIG TUB 125.
For recirculation installation: Please use charcoal 
filter NYTTIG FIL 900.

Measurements
Width: 60.0 cm.
Depth: 51.0 cm.
Height: 13.0 cm.
Cord length: 1.3 m.
Motor power: 115W.

For more details about key features, see page 40

Extractor hoods Extractor hoods
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Extractor hoods

NYTTIG TUB 125 flexible pipe.

005.288.55 $30

NYTTIG FIL 400 charcoal filter.

205.288.59 $32

NYTTIG TUB 150 flexible pipe.

605.288.57 $35

NYTTIG FIL 900 charcoal filter.

405.288.58 $30

NYTTIG FIL 500 charcoal filter.

005.288.60 $35

Flexible pipes

Our charcoal filters effectively absorb smell of cooking 
when the air is recirculated. By washing the charcoal fil-
ter approximately every three months, it can be reused 
and maintain its functionality for about 2-3 years. 

NYTTIG FIL 120 charcoal filter.

805.288.61 $48
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Fridges and 
freezers
Yes, an IKEA fridge or freezer keeps your food fresh for longer, but 
they do so much more to help make your life a little nicer. There are 
plenty of features for storing and enjoying your food in the best way 
possible—like, a chill mode for glass bottles, fan cooling for consistent 
temperatures, electronic displays for settings and functions, and fast 
freezing (just to name a few). And, all IKEA fridges and freezers are 
energy efficient, rated F to D.

When choosing fridges and freezers,  
consider the following:

01 02 03

How much food do you 
normally store in your 
fridge and/or freezer. 
How many are you in the 
family? How often do you 
shop? We have different 
sizes and capacities to 
choose between.  

Do you need any specific 
function or accessories 
to simplify storing and 
organising your fridge/
freezer? We can offer 
interiors for every need. 

What style do you prefer 
and what works in your 
kitchen? Choose between 
freestanding appliances 
creating a design state-
ment in your kitchen, or 
integrated adding to a 
streamlined and uniform 
look.     

Sustainability
Did you know that we throw away approximately 25% of all food we 
buy? That’s like dumping one bag of groceries in every four straight 
into the bin! IKEA fridges and freezers are full of smart ideas to help 
you keep food good, for longer. Wasting less food saves you money 
and time at the shops. 

Tips 
Did you know that you can keep your food fresh 
for longer with an in-built fan? The fan circulates 
the cool air and keeps the temperature consistent 
throughout the whole fridge. And as the tempera-
ture is the same everywhere, you can store your 
food and beverage exactly where you want it.

Did you know that defrosting and scraping ice is 
nothing but a bad memory? The no frost function 
automatically regulates the humidity levels and pre-
vents ice and frost from spreading.

Whatever your choice, you can be sure your ap-
pliance is made to last. Our entire range comes 
with a 5-year guarantee (except TILLREDA and 
LAGAN).
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Fridges and freezersFridges and freezers

Overview Types

Freestanding 
Should you prefer your fridge/freezer to be a unique 
piece in your kitchen, choose freestanding options. 
Plus, they hold more than integrated fridges/freezers 
without taking up more kitchen space. 
Visit store for the range offer in your market.

TILLREDA                              
Usable volume:                
43 litres
604.970.21 $150

                      

Freestanding fridges and freezers

Integrated 
If you want a uniform expression, integrate your 
fridge/freezers behind the same fronts as the rest of 
your kitchen. 

LAGAN                              
Usable volume:                
97/16 litres
905.089.90 $299

                     SUPERKALL                           
Usable volume:                
182/59 litres
705.090.14 $1,750
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LAGAN 
Fridge with 
freezer compartment 
$299
White. 905.089.90

This freestanding fridge with freezer 
compartment has all the basic func-
tions you need. The small size is ideal 
for small-sized kitchens. The adjustable 
shelves allow you to adapt the space 
inside.

Functions

 Led light

Accessories 
1 adjustable shelf.
1 crisper.
1 ice scraper.

Technical information
Energy consumption: 259 kWh/year
Noise level: 39 dB (A).
Connection cable included.

Volume/litres: 97/16.

Measurements
W55.3×D57.4×H83.8 cm.

Fridges and freezers

TILLREDA 
Fridge
$150
White. 604.970.21

 

A small fridge for a small-sized kitchen. 
Also handy in the den, basement, 
guest house, dorm room or wherever 
you may want quick access to a bever-
age or snack. 

Functions

 Led light

Accessories 
1 shelf.
1 water tray for defrost.

Technical information
Energy consumption: 179 kWh/year
Noise level: 41 dB (A).
Connection cable included.

Volume/litres: 43.

Measurements
W47.2×D45×H49.2 cm.

Freestanding fridges

SUPERKALL
Fridge with 
freezer compartment 
$1,750
White. 705.090.14

A spacious fridge/freezer combo with 
auto defrost and smart storage solutions 
to keep food fresh longer. For a uniform 
look, fit it inside a cabinet and add doors 
that match the rest of your kitchen.

Functions

 Led light

Accessories 
4 adjustable shelf.
1 crisper.
3 freezer drawers.

Technical information
Energy consumption: 358 kWh/year
Noise level: 39 dB (A).
Connection cable included.

Volume/litres: 812/59.

Measurements
W54.0×D55.0×H179.0 cm.

Fridges and freezers

SNURRAD storage turntable, transparent.

505.213.90 $39.90

Vacation mode allows you to keep the empty fridge closed while you’re 
away without a bad odour forming.

The fast cooling mode allows you to quickly cool down fresh food and 
beverage, perfect after major groceries shopping.

With fast freeze you can quickly reduce the temperature to lock in the 
freshness and nutrients of food, even in large amounts.

With bottle chill mode, an alarm sounds at the end of the cool down 
time. Perfect if you want to chill glass bottles in the freezer or to cool 
food.

If the door of the appliance is not properly closed the door alarm will 
make a sound to remind you to close it. 

The temperature alarm warns you if there is a sudden temperature 
increase caused by a malfunction.

Integrated LED light technology illuminates every corner. The light 
source is maintenance-free, lasts the lifetime of the appliance and 
makes it easier for you to see what food and drinks you have.

You’ll never ever have to defrost or scrap ice again! The no frost func-
tion automatically regulates the humidity levels to prevent frost and ice 
to spread on food or in the fridge.

A built-in cooling fan spreads the air and maintains a consistent tem-
perature throughout, allowing you to make use of the entire space and 
store all types of food and beverages anywhere.

The touch control panel makes it easy to select the right functions and 
temperature settings, whether you are cooling dessert, freezing fresh 
vegetables or going on vacation.

Key features

Don’t forget all the yummies in the back of the fridge! 
This shelf pulls out and revolves, so you can see and 
reach the smallest jars hiding in the back. A clever 
addition to your fridge or cabinet. 

Functions

Interior accessories
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Sustainability
Sit down, relax and save water! Let the dishwasher do 
the job while you can unwind after dinner or do some-
thing else you love. A dishwasher uses less water and 

energy than washing dishes by hand. Simply put, you’ll 
save both time and money while making your life at 
home more sustainable, too.

Sound levels
Sound levels for appliances are meas-
ured in decibels (dB). Our appliances 
have been tested to determine and 
measure this. For dishwashers the 
operating program or installation type 

can influence sound levels. Look for the 
decibel (dB) level of an appliance listed 
in the product information and choose 
the dishwasher that’s suitable for your 
needs and comfort.

Dishwashers
Compared to hand washing that usually requires three times as much 
water, a dishwasher saves both water and energy. Our integrated 
dishwashers are designed to be fitted with your choice of door to 
match the rest of your kitchen, and come with tall interiors with space 
for lots of dishes and special features like the automatic door opener 
function: towards the end of the program, the door opens and stays 
ajar, letting the dishes dry quickly. All our dishwashers are also energy 
efficient, rated E to C, so you can save money and live a more sustain-
able life at home.

When choosing a dishwasher, consider the following:

01 02

What space do you have available and 
how many are you in the family? We can 
offer you dishwashers in different sizes 
and volumes.

Are there any specific functions that 
are important to you? Perhaps to have 
3 levels of storage, which increase the 
storage space? That way you can get 
more dish out of the way and enjoy a 
clean kitchen.          

504030 60<dB

Whatever your choice, you can be sure your ap-
pliance is made to last. Our entire range comes 
with a 5-year guarantee (except TILLREDA and 
LAGAN).

Tips 
Did you know that all our dishwashers are integrat-
ed? You can have them with the same front as the 
rest of your kitchen to keep a uniform look through-
out.

Did you know that you can dry the dish faster while 
using less energy? It’s called AutoOpen! During the 
drying phase at the end of the washing program, the 
dishwasher door is automatically opened and the 
dishes dry better. Clever, isn’t it?
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DishwashersDishwashers

Our dishwashers have different sizes for 
different needs and kitchens. They’re 45 cm 
or 60 cm wide, and you can choose between 
models with 2 or 3 levels – 3 levels hold more.

The delayed start function allows you to 
run the dishwasher when you want. Our 
machines have delay options from 3 up to 
24 hours.

All our dishwashers are fully integrated to 
match the rest of your kitchen.

With adjustable baskets you can make room 
for plates and glasses of different sizes.

Led lighting in the dishwasher provides a 
nice and convenient light when you put in 
and take out the dishes.

With our water efficient dishwashers, lots of 
dishes will be sparkling clean with just a small 
amount of water.

ProgramsKey features

Soft plastic spikes and clever holders keep 
glassware in place and reduce the risk of 
breakages. While cutlery baskets that let you 
stand utensils up mean better cleaning and 
easier sorting and putting away.

Towards the end of the program, the auto 
open function automatically opens the door 
so that the dishes dry as quickly as possible.

AUTO
For all types of load – crockery, cutlery and pots and pans.

ECO WASH 
A more sustainable, water-saving option. For normally dirty crock-
ery and cutlery.

RAPID WASH 
Perfect if you’re in a hurry or have a lot of dishes. For recently used 
crockery and cutlery.

NORMAL WASH 
Great for normally dirty crockery and cutlery.

SILENT WASH
Extra quiet – ideal for open plan homes or when your dishwasher is 
close to where you eat. For normally dirty crockery and cutlery.

PRE WASH 
This is a pre wash for very dirty crockery.

MACHINE CARE
This program performs dishwasher maintenance by cleaning the 
interior of the dishwasher using hot water.



LAGAN 45 cm 
Integrated dishwasher
$700
White. 805.090.04

A reliable, water- and energy-saving dish-
washer that has all the basic functions you 
need to get the job done. Perfect when 
you are seeking everyday convenience in a 
smaller living space. 

Key features

Number of place settings: 10
Sound signal
Adjustable upper basket
Delayed start (1-24h)

 Water stop system

Programs

Normal wash
Eco wash
Intensive
Rapid wash

Optional features

DryPlus 
Half load

Performance 
Energy consumption:0.76/kWh/standard cycle, eco 
programme.
Water consumption: 9.0 litres/standard cycle, eco 
programme.
Noise level: 47 dB (A).

Installation 
Installation to be made by qualified installer
Power supply cable with plug included.
Diffusion barrier included for added protection 
against moisture.

Measurements
W44.8×55×H83.5 cm.
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DishwashersDishwashers

Full description of functions and installation instructions can be found on IKEA.sgFor more details about functions, see page 52-53

Dishwashers

Overview 

LAGAN 
60 cm

LAGAN 60 cm
Integrated dishwasher
$850
White. 005.089.99

A reliable dishwasher that has all the basic 
functions you need to get the job done.

Key features
Number of place settings: 13
Sound signal
Adjustable upper basket
Delayed start (3 h)
Automatic dooropener

 
Water stop system

Programs
Auto 
Normal wash
Eco wash
Rapid wash
Pre wash
Machine care

Optional features
Power clean

Performance 
Energy consumption:0.94/kWh/standard cycle, eco 
programme.
Water consumption: 9.9 litres/standard cycle, eco 
programme.
Noise level: 46 dB (A).

Installation 
Installation to be made by qualified installer
Power supply cable with plug included.
Diffusion barrier included for added protection 
against moisture.

Measurements
W59.6×D55.0×H81.8 cm.

VÅGLIG connecting rail for fronts. You can eas-
ily align the dishwasher front with the other doors 
and drawer fronts in your kitchen and create a 
smooth, streamlined look with the help of VÅGLIG 
connection rail.

805.181.93 $15

Overview 

LAGAN 
60 cm
005.089.99 $850

Accessories

LAGAN 
45 cm
805.090.04 $700

Integrated dishwashers
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All our appliances are developed to 
fit perfectly in any IKEA kitchen and 
come equipped with a variety of useful 
functions to make your life easier. All of 
our products are energy-saving, which 
supports you in living a more sustain-
able life at home. We also have sets of 
appliances coordinated for style and 
function to help you pick those that are 
best for you. 
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IKEA® appliances 
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including everything from finding your 
style and measuring your IKEA kitchen 
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Checklist
Keep in mind
Before visiting our kitchen experts at the IKEA store, please 
have the following in mind to make your planning as easy and 
efficient as possible:

You’ll need to bring:

It’s good if you’ve considered:

Think about services, too:

Your kitchen measurements

Your IKEA Home Planner log in details

Cabinets, drawers and fronts

Doors and handles

Worktops

Sinks

Taps

Oven

Microwave oven

Hob

Hood - what kind of ventilation do you have?

Fridge/freezer

Dishwasher 

Lighting – work and ambient light

Measure

Planning

Finance

Picking

Picking and delivery

Delivery

Installation

Remember,  
it’s okay to change your 
mind.
For complete piece of mind,  
if you get your kitchen home and 
you have a change of heart, you’ve 
got xxx days to return it. Just keep 
your receipt safe to make returns 
easier.  
For more information, please see 
our Return policy on  
IKEA.xx/xxxxxx

Your new 
IKEA® kitchen

INSTALLATION 
GUIDE

This guide provides you with tips and 
step-by-step instructions on how to 
install your kitchen on 
your own.

A guide to  
install a new 
IKEA kitchen 

ENHET kitchen
installation guide

A guide to  
install a new 
ENHET kitchen 
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Service

What is not covered under this guarantee?
• Deliberate or negligent damage, damage caused by failure to observe operating 
instructions, incorrect installation or by connection to the wrong voltage, damage 
caused by chemical or electro-chemical reaction, rust, corrosion or water damage 
including but not limited to damage caused by excessive lime in the water supply, 
damage caused by abnormal environmental conditions. • Consumable parts includ-
ing batteries and lamps. • Non-functional and decorative parts which do not affect 
normal use of the appliance, including any scratches and possible colour differenc-
es. • Accidental damage caused by foreign objects or substances and cleaning or 
unblocking of filters, drainage systems or soap drawers. • Damage to the following 
parts: ceramic glass, accessories, crockery and cutlery baskets, feed and drainage 
pipes, seals, lamps and lamp covers, screens, knobs, casings and parts of casings. 
Unless such damages can be proved to be due to production faults. • Cases where 
no fault could be found during a technician’s visit. • Repairs not carried out by our 
appointed service providers and/or an authorised service contractual partner or 
where non-original parts have been used. • Repairs caused by installation which is 
faulty or not according to specification. • The use of the appliance in a non-do-
mestic environment i.e. professional use. • Transportation damages. If a customer 
transports the product to their home or other address, IKEA is not liable for any 
damage that may occur during transport. However, in case of IKEA delivery of the 
product to the customer’s delivery address, then eventual damages to the product 
that occurs during this delivery will be covered by IKEA, (but not under this guar-
antee). For claims under this last particular condition the customer should contact 
IKEA Customer Relation at IKEA.sg
• Cost for carrying out the initial installation of the IKEA appliance. 

How to reach us for before buying if you need advice: If you have any questions 
about our appliances, please contact IKEA stores or at IKEA.sg

How to reach us if you need service support after buying: Please ring the num-
ber given in the documentation that comes with the product. To make sure that we 
can give you the best assistance, please read the Instructions for Use carefully be-
fore contacting us. Please also have the IKEA article number for your appliance at 
hand before calling us. You’ll find this 8 digit number on your receipt as well as on 
the rating plate of the appliance.

How long is the guarantee valid?
This guarantee is valid for five (5) years from the original date of purchase of the 
IKEA appliance from IKEA. LAGAN and TILLREDA appliances have a two (2) year 
guarantee, valid from the original date of purchase. The original sales receipt is re-
quired as proof of purchase. If service work is carried out under guarantee, this will 
not ex tend the guarantee period for the appliance, or for the new parts.

What is covered under this guarantee?
The guarantee covers faults of the appliance, which have been caused by faulty 
construction or material faults from the date of purchase from IKEA. This guaran-
tee applies to domestic use only. The exceptions are specified under the headline 
“What is not covered under this guarantee?

Which appliances are covered under this guarantee?
The free five-year (5) guarantee is valid for all domestic IKEA kitchen appliances and 
covers defects in materials and workmanship. 

Which appliances are not covered under this guarantee?
All appliances purchased from IKEA before 1st of August 2007. 
For appliances named LAGAN and TILLREDA, a guarantee is valid for two years 
from the date of purchase.

What will IKEA do to correct the problem?
The designated service company will examine the product and decide, at its sole 
discretion, if it is covered under this guarantee. 
If considered covered, the designated service company through its own service op-
erations, will then, at its sole discretion, either repair the defective product or re-
place it with the same or a comparable product.
Within the guarantee period, the costs to remedy the fault e.g. repairs, parts, la-
bour and travel will be covered, provided that the appliance is accessible for repair 
without special expenditure.
If the product is installed in a not standard built-in solution the customer has to 
make the product accessible before the service visit.

Who will execute the service?
The designated service company will provide the service through its own service 
operations or authorized service partner network.

Planning guide
The booklet Your new IKEA kitchen is your 
guide to planning, measuring, ordering and 
installing your new IKEA kitchen. Pick it up  
at your local IKEA store or check it out at  
IKEA.sg

IKEA kitchens buying guide
In this guide you’ll find all the kitchen prod-
ucts, prices, information and help you need to 
make your dream kitchen a reality. Pick up a 
copy at your local IKEA store, or flip it through 
online at IKEA.sg

Installation guide
Our kitchen installation guides gives you tips 
and helpful information on how to install your 
new IKEA kitchen correctly. You’ll find it at 
your local IKEA store and at IKEA.sg

More information and guidance

Guarantee appliances

Appliances have a  
5-year guarantee.

Services
Our broad service offer gives you 
the freedom to design your own 
price tag by choosing not only the 
products that suits your budget but 
also deciding how much you want 
to do yourself and how much you 
want us to do for you. 
 
Below you’ll find all the services 
you need to plan and by your entire 
kitchen – and how much each of 
them costs. For more details about 
our services, talk to a co-worker at 
IKEA stores or visit us at IKEA.sg

Delivery  
Whether you’re shopping in store or online, 
and no matter how big the purchase, we’ll do 
the heavy lifting and bring it to your home or 
business. 

Price:

The IKEA home planner 
Design the METOD kitchen of your dreams in 
a 3D environment and get a price on every 
detail as well as the total kitchen. Print out 
your drawings and product list at home, or 
save to the IKEA website. At the IKEA store 
you can discuss your design and get lots 
of advice and guidance from our kitchen 
experts. 
Learn more at IKEA.sg

Planning and consultation 
Even on big projects, the little things matter. 
Discuss your ideas with our team of design 
professionals and we’ll help nail them down 
in detail.
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